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lexis is a language text that targets intermediate ESL audiences as well as

developmental english audiences it integrates reading writing listening and
speaking while aiming to provide the student with anwi active academic vocabulary that
spans the general education curriculumcuniculum the authors feel that it is important to

present vocabulaiyvocabulary within a meaningful context they accomplish their aim by

presenting eight units of diffenngdifferingdiffenng subject matter such as language change and the

development of american english personal computers the early years and

the fickle forces of nature

each unit consists of a section called establishing a context that presents the

units theme and three following sections that emphasize three different levels of
study understanding words putting words into sentences andmid using words inin
context these levels are designed to help the student understand new vocabulary inin
context

establishing a context each unit begins with a series of questions that
help the student to focus on a specific theme for example unit 5 called the story
of motion pictures begins with the questions

what makes a motion picture greatgreat7greata what great motion pictures can you namenamebname9

in what ways does a motion picturepictuie differ from or resemble a novelnovel7novela

how have motion pictures changed since they were first inventedinvented99 p 94

following the pre reading questions inin each unit is a high interest article of
1500 to 2000 words that presents the new vocabulary in context the article
presented in unit 5 leads the student through the history of motion picture progress
including such aspects as the various revolutions inin technology that brought the

motion picture industry to where it is today to be sure that students understand what
they read they are asked next to identify as true or false a series of sentences that are
related to the article

understanding wordwordss approxiapproximatelymate I1y forty words are extracted from the
text and presented as vocabulary they are divided into lists according to their part of
speech these words are chosen on theme basis of their frequency of occurrence inin
general education courses following are activities designed to teach the students the

meaning of the vocabulary words within the context of the article exercises such as
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selecting a vocabulary word from the list to match the definition and context of a

particular sentence help the student to focus on each word and the possible meanings
it may have other activities help students use decoding devices to help them
underunderstandstandstaDd newdew words they encounter and encoding devices to help them create new
words from the ones they have already learned distinguishing between the verbs
adapt and adopt is one of the decoding activities illiniii unit 5 inflecting verbs for

person and tense is an example of one of the encoding exercises

putting words into sentences this section focuses on sentence level
activities with ten of the words from the vocabulary list this step is important
because words must occur in the context of a sentence to take on specific meaning
activities help students to recognize related forms of the chosen lexical items as well
as provide practice in such sentence level formations as paraphrasing and
passivization

using words in context this is the culminating section of each chapter
which now requires students to use their new vocabulary words in larger more
natural discourse they are given a variety of oral and written exercises which focus
on semantic syntactic and rhetoricaf devices one activity in unit 5 requires that the

students rearrange a series of scrambled sentences so that the story of harry houdini
is understandable progressing from start to finish thus helping students not only
practice their understanding of vocabulary but also to fine tune their skills in the use
of rhetorical devices

lexis is a highly effective text for presenting academic vocabulary in an
interesting way in addition the activities teach important skills that not only help
thediedle student retain the vocabulary but also provide him with the necessary tools to
expand his vocabulary the authors recommend that this be the main text of a
language course I1 feel that it makes a finetine supplement or can be used specifically
with a vocabulary building course the teacher need not worry about gathering
materials and writing quizzes because all that isis needed is included in the book and
the students will enenjoyloyjoy the articles and activities as they expand their active
vocabulary




